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Disregarding here the question of the ethnic identity

of the princes and aristocrats buried in the necropoleis tf
1

Ava•11 anI RABalln i Asi Q u - -1 .. t •le e Cks % f + AM

r Nubia revolve around two basic problems. The first
2

he problem of the archaeological remains, the second

Lem concerns the definition of the social and economic

ature established by Blemmy settlers in the Dodeka-

Lnos. More extensive efforts to reconstruct Blemmy

5ty and culture were undertaken by Monneret de Villard,
4 5

Papadopoullos and recently by R. Updegraff. Monneret

[lard believed that the use of Byzantine Egyptian

Aistrative titles and the survival of the temple organiz-

i in the Dodekaschoinos follow from an organic adaption

Wyptian models, however, he did not try to give a

Lastic definition of the social structure established

ie nomadic tribes settled in the Nile valley. Papadopoullos

,sents a contrary opinion: according to him the Blemmyes

original version of this paper was written in 198o for
Studi in Onore di Ugo Monneret de Villard", Vol. II, Rome.
a meantime important studies were published about the Blemmyes
'elated problems and made the thorough revision of the original
nevitable. Dr Loretta del Francia, editor of the "Studi", has
y allowed me to distribute-a pre-publication of the revised
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"had never constituted a compact political entity, but
6

only tribes or tribal groups of greater or lesser importance"

whereas "temporary Blemmyan political entities" pretended

the status of a kingdom but "the kingdom in question has
7

not as yet overcome the tribal status." As argument he uses

also the titles yv/ P(oD and ?o07-LorVpa OC appearing

in connection with the Blemmyes in the narrative of Olympid-.
8

orus and later in the Gebelen documents /see below/,

maintaining that they signify "tribal chief" and "deputy chief".
9

However, as observed also by Updegraff, same titles may

express the foederate status of their owners, too. It seems

that the actual significance of these titles and of the

further official titles and expressions concerning Blemmyes

in our sources cannot be defined unless we know their actual

context. Monneret de Villard and Papadopoullos do not deal

with the question of the time needed for the development

of the Blemmy institutions serving the settled society:

they obviously believed that the Blemmyes lived for centuries

in the valley. Also Updegraff maintains that the Bleinyes

possessed a part of the Lower Nubian Nile valley for two

centuries and draws the picture of "a relatively sophisticated
o1

Blemmy state" that'emerged around the middle of the 4th centuj

A. D., i. e. after the end of heroe, on the basis of
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the Kharamadoye inscription in Kalabaha marking the first

Blemmy settlement in Lower Nubia still prior to the end of
12

Meroes, further on the basis of Olympiodorus' narrative,
13

of Greek inscriptions in Talmis and Kalabsha,. of the
14

Gebelen documents, the Phonen letter etc. He even arrives

at following conclusion: "the Blemmyes did develop an

organized political entity which did behave as a "historical
15

nation!" Similar conclusions can be found in recent papers
16 17

of V. Christides and H. Belfaguy. Albeit much less

explicitly, also W. Y. Adams supports above reconstructions
18

when writing in his standard history of Nubia about a long

period of Blemmy settlement in Lower Nubia.

As opposed to the views represented by the authors

mentioned so far, Sir Laurence Kirwan reviews written and

archaeological evidences in a recent paper in order to
19

demonstrate a short Blemmy occupation of the Dodekaschoinos.

The main results of the fascinating paper can be summarized

as follows: 1/ the withdrawal of the Roman frontier from
2o

Hiera Sycaminos to Elephantine "brought the Blemmyes, after

an interlude when Meroe filled the gap, into Lower Nubia as

Roman foederates"; 2/ Around 421, i.e. the visit of Olympiod-

orus, the Blemmy foederates held military stations at

Elephantine, Taphis /Tafa/, Talmis /Kalabsha/, Primis /Qasr



Ibrim/, Phoenikon /E1-Laqeita, an oasis some 3o kms to the

south-east of Coptos/ and Chiris /unidentified/. However,

they did not occupy these positions for a very long period.

Kirwan does not propose a chronology, he merely remarks

that "according to the Notitia Dignitatum ... which for the

Eastern Empire dates c. 4o8, there were Roman troops at

Phoenikon at that time. There was also a Roman aarnison
•21

at Parembole /Dabod/ in Lower Nubia'. Thus the pest quem

must be around 4o8. To this date further to the question of

the Parembole garrison I return below. 3/ The campaign of

Silko, King of the Noubades recorded in the Kalabsha
22

inscription is to be dated to the period between

Olympiodoruso visit and "... c. 45o, the date of the Treaty

of Philae /recorded by Priscus/", for it is unlikely "later

than ... the approximate date of their /i.e. of the Noubadians

and Blemmyes/ joint raids on the frontier and on the Thebaid

recorded in the Leiden papyrus /425-450/ and in Besa's life
23

of the archimandrite Shenute." 4/ Silko's campaign is, as

shown also by the letter of Phonen, only an episode of the

Blemmyan occupation of the Dodekaschoinos: "It looks very

much as if Rome played some part in Silko's victory ... It

seems ... that Procopius may be right in saying that both

peoples, Blemmyes and Noubades, had been Roman federates,
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24
and continued to be down to his own day." 5/ The royal

necropoleis at Qustul and Ballana are to be attributed to

the Noubades, thus they cannot represent the culture of the
25

Blemmyes settled in the valley. 6/ Both historical and

archaeological evidence suggest that the date of the Lower

Nubian Ballana Culture - previously called in literature
26 27

X-Group culture - is 35o-5oo at the outside.

Kirwan's results established beyond doubt a sufficient

basis for researches concerning social and economic structure

of the Blemmyes in Lower Nubia: for it is evident that such

researches cannot be carried out as long as we are ignorant

of the chronological framework as well as of the political

factors determining the fate of the people in question.

For the latter Kirwan's statements about their foederate

status in certain periods are of importance and explain in a

more plausible manner the traces of Byzantine institutions in

Blemmy documents than earlier speculation about genuine develop-

ment within the Blemmyan "state". Nevertheless, a new survey of

the data concerning Blemmy presence in late antique Nubia seems

to be necessary, since there are numerous data neglected by

Kirwan further there are sources the interpretation of which by

Kirwan and/or other experts of Nubian history requires

reinterpretation or correction. Finally some recent papers have

presented new source material and questions were asked that

cannot be answered with the help of earlier literature.

rreaty
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The date of the end of Meroe

28 29
Until the late 196o.ies, when Haycock and Hintze

introduced somewhat later dates, the generally accepted

date for the end of Meroe, i.e. for the final collapse

of the kingdom both in the South and the North, moved
3o

between 32o A.D. and the middle of the fourth century
S31

A.D. All datings were based on the "inner evidences"

provided by Reisner's pyramid chronology established on

the basis of data concerning family relations within the

Is- Napatan and Meroitic dynasties further of archaeological

.
•  features of the burials and of finds made therein and finally

on the basis of independent historical data. However, for

the late Meroitic period Reisner's chronology is - in lack

of data of said types - highly hypothetical: we possess

e.g. only one independent datum for a late Meroitic ruler,

this is King Teqorideamani, owner of pyramid Beg. N. 28, who

is mentioned in a demotic inscription at Philae written in
.32

253 A.D. In 1967 Haycock began to argue for an altered

chronology using Meroitic and demotic inscriptions from

Lower Nubia, while in same year Hintze published a re-examin-

ation of the only external evidence concerning directly the end

of Meroe, the inscription DAE 11 of King CEzan; of Axum.

Hintze demonstrated that the text does not speak about a total

destruction of Meroe either by the Noba or by CEzana
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himself. Thus the question of the fall of the Meroitic

kingdom became in a way even more dependent on the

dating and interpretation of the CEzRRn inscription.
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However, as to the dating of the inscription, Hintze

did not undertake the critical analysis of the data

underlying the traditional dating of the Axumite ruler
-34

to around 33o-35o.

An attempt to provide a further more or less

independent evidence was undertaken in 1974 by this
•35

. writer. I have found that two local-made silver bracelets
36

from one of the pyramids at Begarawiyah West

are close imitations of late antique bracelets; the

original models, made presumably of gold and manufactured

either in a Constantinopolitan or in an Egyptian
37

+ workshop are, as analogies demonstrate, fairly securely

datable to the 36o-ies or even to the early 37o-ies. Thus

the deceased of Beg. W. 13o must have been buried not

j earlier than the 36o-ies. In this way this tomb, which
, 38

i belongs to the latest burials in the Western Cemetery,

seems to prove the assumption according to which the

Meroitic aristocracy was neither physically, nor politically

eliminated at this time i.e. decades after the traditional

date of the end of Meroe. The jewels found in Beg. W. 13o

are linked with Lower Nubia in a particular manner.
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Jewels belonging to the same set were discovered in the
39 eI

earth filling of tumulus Qustul 14 /a ring/ and on the

0e
arms of the queen buried under tumulus Ballana 47 /two

4o. u
bracelets/. In the earth of the tumulus. Qustul 14

I ni
also a small bronze coin of Valens /364-378/ was

.41 u1m
found. Accordingly, this burial seems to date from

the years around 378. This dating is corroborated by the
S42 ee

internal chronology of the Qustul cemetery.

As mentioned above, the re-examiUation of Ezana ss

Jul
great inscription in Ge'ez led Hintze to a convincing

argument against the view in which it was the Axumite

*ot
conquest described in this text that has brought about

the final destruction of the Meroitic kingdom. However,

important questions remained open or only partly solved.

First of all: to what extent was Meroe destroyed by the
Prl

Noba with whom CEzPn! fighted; further: in which form did

survive the territories not yet captured by them but

.I the
actually attacked by 'Ezini? Another basic question is

the date of the inscription. As to the first problem,

Hintze suggested that the northern part of the Island of

Meroe was the Meroitic kingdom at this time. This territory

included the capital, Meroe City, which Hintze identifies

with the city of'Alwa besieged by CEzan. The inscription

to

he
"I,'

4! @



43

says the following /I quote Littmanns German translation /:

"ich kam zu den Karis, indem ich sie bekmpfte und zu

Gefangenen machte bel der Vereinigung der Str6me Seda

und Takkaz9. Und am Tage nach meiner Ankunft schickte [ich)

ins Feld die Truppe Mahaza und die Truppe Hara und damawa

und falha und sera' ./?/ den SidR aufwtirts (gegen?) die

Stadte aus Mauerwerk und aus Stroh; es hiessen ihre Stgdte

aus Mauerwerk 'Alwa, 1, Dari, 1." /lines 28-32/. Thus there

was first a battle against the Meroites /Kasi/ at the

junction of the Nile with the Atbara i.e. almost loo kms

to the north from Meroe City, which was followed by an expedition

southwards along the Nile whereby the cities of AlwI

and Dari were - as the wording implies - besieged, but not
44

totally destroyed. Dar;, the And(a)ro of the Juba itinerary
45

and the A(pO of Klaudios Ptolemaios, is, according to
46

Priese, identical with to-day SaCdinab. Alwa cannot be
47

identical with Meroe City, as supposed by Hintze, because

the expedition proceeds from the north /junction of Seda and

Takkaze/ to the south "den Seda aufwdrts" thus the route cannot
48 49

be 'Alwa + Dare: as stressed by Littmann, Kirwan and
5o

Hintze himself, all routes described in DAE 11 are

geographically precise. Moreover, if'Alwa is the capital,

one would expect the mention of this fact, moreover, mention

of the king residing there. About the further actions Czanc-
of the king residing there. About the further actions Ezana
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says the following: "Und danach schickte ich die Truppe

Halen und die Truppe Lak-n /?/ und die Truppe Sabarat

und falha /?/ und serg' /?/ den Seda abwdrts (gegen?)

die Sthdte der N5bM aus Stroh, 4, NegUs, 1; die Sttdte

der Kisi aus Mauerwerk, die die Nobb weggenommen hatten, warei

TabTtB /?/, 1, FertotT, 1,... Und ich errichtete einen

Thron bei der Vereinigung der Strime Seda und Takkaz5,

gegenuber der Stadt aus Mauerwerk, die auf /?/ dieser

Halbinsel liegt." /lines 34-40/. To sum up the entire

C- - -,c-expedition: Ezana's army pursued the Noba from the

junction of the rivers Atbara and Takkaze /from the ford

of Kemalke/ through the Butana, for they did not observe

their tfeaty with Axum and attacked several peoples of the

borderland and mistreated Axumite envoys. The Noba were

defeated and their settlements on the Gezira destroyed.

Then the army moved northwards; a number of detachments

are sent against the Meroites who are then defeated at the

junction of the Nile and the Atbara. After this an expedition

is sent against the cities called Alwa - which is to be
51

identified with a settlement at the junction of the two

rivers: El Moqren, the Al(a)be of Juba /=Abale/ and the

.OPfo of Klaudios Ptolemaios, and Daro. The next action is

directed against the Noba i.e. against cities north of the Nil

Atbara junction which formerly belonged to the Meroites but ai
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now occupied by the Nobg. All these manouvres seem to

avoid the northern part of the Island of Meroe; it is

thus rather likely that the remainders of the Meroitic

kingdom still existing at the time of CEzanias campaign

were left untouched and continued to exist in some form

also after the campaign, although not only the Noba,

but also the NisU had to suffer defeats from the Axumite

army.
52

DAE 11 - as stated already by Dillmann - was in

c-
all probability written after Ezana's conversion. The

monotheistic formulae used in the text do not indicate,

however, the king's Christian faith as a fact beyond

any doubt, unless we do not put them against the backgrounds

of the pagan ideology extensively stressed in his earlier

inscriptions - a feature clearly absent in DAE 11. Disregarding

Altheim and Stiehl's repeated attempts to upset the
53

chronology of 3rd to 6th century Axum, we are now

in the fortunate position of having a masterly analysis

c- - - 54
of the circumstances of Ezana's conversion by Dihle

of which we can learn more about the date of this event.

Namely, we know from the Apologia ad Constantium
55

imperatorem of Athanasius the text of a letter written

by Constantius II to Aizanas and Sazanas, 7T?/rblY# of

AXum. The emperor asks them to send Frumentius from



Axum to Alexandria, in order to consecrate him again by

the Arian bishop Georgios, for he was originally ordained

by Athanasios who wasn't Arian /the emperor was supporter

of the Arianists/. The letter could not have been written

before the third exile of Athanasios /356-361/ since the

letter mentioni bishop Georgics, and not Gregorios, of
56

Alexandria iGregorios: 339-345; Georgios: 356-362/.

The letter clearly shows that the tyrannoi of Axum were

at this ti~me rct. Christians. Aizanas and Sazanas are addressed

by the emperor as VCA oY O ,/M•62cro ro-L. According to the

literature th:is ieans that Aizanas and Sazanas were

fact that the emperor estimated the tyrannot of Axum

high enough to turn to them with the highly courteous

diplomatic formula used only in the correspondence with
57

.the kings of Persia. Thus it is not certain that the

most precious brothers of the emperor were also brothers

c-
of each other, for mentions in later inscriptions of Ezang

of his brothers Sazanas and Hadefan may equally have the

same titulatory meaning.

Aizanas - who is, needless to say, identical
58

with the CEz~ina of the inscriptions - and Sazanas /who

is identical with the ~Ev.Fýv o'C of DAE 4 and the

Secazana of DAE 7/ are tyrannoi around 361; it is certainly
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not mistaken to suppose that the title tyrahnos in the

letter of Constantius II resp. in the text of Athanasius

is not the equivalent of the titles •6• • or f<WLCtUS

(ýrLc At'W appearing in Greek, Ge'ez and/or Ethiopian

in Ezani•s inscriptions from DAE 9 onwards, even if we

know that both official language and literary Greek of the,

4th century tends to reserve p6ollfAEV for the emperor

and to use f5j, vAoO, f/W', r/ or"
59

when speaking about foreign rulers. It seems that some

c-
time after ca. 361 Ezana became "king of kings" of Axum,

while Sazanas remained "Unterk6nig" what was designed by

Athanasius as tyrannos. As demonstrated by his early

inscriptions DAE 9, 4-6-7 and the new inscriptions found at
6o

Geza Agumai/Axum, CEzana was pagan during the first period

of his reign, furthermore, this period could not have been

very short for these inscriptions attest at least two

successive expeditions of considerable importance and

probably also length in time. He converted only after

these inscriptions were erected; thus Dihle's opinion,

according to which DAE 11 was written around 37o A. D..,

is very plausible.

Let us now turn to the documents of earlier conflicts

between Axum and Meroe. They are fragments of Greek inscriptions

unearthed in Meroe City and attest one or perhaps two success-
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ful military actions against the capital of the late Meroitic

C
kingdom. The first, better preserved fragment was found

61
in the early years of this century and became widely

62
known after the editio princeps by Sayce whose defective

reading - after having suffered further mistreatments by 12
63 1I

Althei and Stiehl - was recently replaced by the new
64 65 14

readings of Bingen and Higg. The second, smaller,
Th

fragment was discovered in the surroundings of temple KC

lo2 /along the processional road leading 
to the Temple of

66 67 belong
Amun/ by Shinnie and published by HKgg. The Sayce

transl
inscription tells about a king of Axum and Hi2yar who,

after having pillaged territories, taken prisoners and/or 1

hostages, pursued a'hleeing king of Meroe /?/, issued a

5
tribute to be paid by the latter /?/ and dedicated a statue

68 69 6
to Ares. In HIdgg's translation:

1 [I, N.N., King) of Axum and Himyar ...
Th

2 [son of the invincible god) Ares. When (the people
to the

of...) disputed ...

third
3 ... I conveyed from ...

Indico
4 ... and I pillaged the ...

to con
5 ... having arrived here ...

camJpai
6 ... is produced, and another /alternative: [women) of

the mo
noble birth, and another/

7 ... together with the king as far as ...
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8 ... most /things/ in the ...
Ic

9 ... generals and children ...

lo ... I went against [them?) at once ...

11 ... I shall /?/ to you ...

12 ... subject to pay tribute ...

13 ... a bronze (statue?)

14 ... 21 /alternative: 24/ ...

The Shinnie fragment is much more damaged. From the

preserved part Hfgg concluded that the inscription originally

belonged to a throne erected as a gift to Ares. His
70o

translation is:

1 ... of Ares ... •

2-4?

5 ... having arrived here I sat down

6 ... giving (as a recompense?]

7 ... [to Ares) this throne.

The wording of the last lines stands obviously very close
71

to the Adulitana II, the inscription of an unknown
72

third century A. D. /?/ Axumite king copied by Kosmas

Indicopleustes in Adulis. How convenient it ever would be,

to connect the two fragmentary inscriptions with an earlier

c
campaign of zain-, I better refrain from such a hypothesis,
the more so, that seems to have inherited not onlyof
the more so, that CEzana seems to have inherited not only
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the title "king of the Bega" which already appears in the

titulature of the king of the Adulitana II, but also the

title "king of the KisU": this latter appears in the titulature

of his earliest known inscription, DAE 9, which seems to have

been erected shortly after his ascension to the throne.

In a recent article S. Ya. Bersina tried to persuade us that
73

the Sayce inscription was erected by Ezana. Her opinion

is supported by following reading of the first two lines

of the fragment:

1 4asX*vv · rJAlp tlcv k'*t /u¢psr
2 Y.fla[j f 'f6 IlrftL(Kdrfo( s ',.A..,

i.e. in Bersina's translation /I have slightly altered

the title of the king in the sense of the traditional trans.
74

lations/:

I ... king of Axum and Himyar ...

2 ... (I) immediately attack those who rivalled me ...

This reading is, however, not tenable: even the photograph
75

published in Bersina's article shows unambiguously that

the only possible reading of the beginning of line 2 is A]p og'.

It is thus not necessary to alter the readings and interpretatiol
.76

presented before by Bingen and H~igg. I prefer to maintain

that date and author of the two fragments from Meroe City

are unknown; it is rather likely, that they attest one or more

Axumite conquests of Meroe City by one or two Axumite kings

C
from whom zana inherited the title "king of the Kasi".
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Unfortunately, it is unknown, whether are the Adulitana

II recording Axumite expeditions against the Bega of the
re

borderland between Axum and Meroe; the fragments of

Axumite triumphal inscriptions unearthed at Meroe City;

further CEzana's inscriptions speaking about newer

wars against the Bega, this time more or less clearly

foederates of Axurg and finally the inscriptions of the
77

same ruler giving an account of his expeditions against

the Noba who occupy a good part of what formerly was the

Meroitic kingdom and against the Kas¶ i.e. the Meroites,

documents of one and the same political process -

and if yes, what was the cause of this process and
78

what where its details like. Recently Stanley Burstein

published a very stimulating paper dealing with the Sayce
79

inscription. He draws our attention on the chronological

ph structure of its text and arrives at the conclusion that

the inscription did not mark the destruction of Meroe

City: a destruction mentioned in line 4 occurred before

the author of the inscription arrives at Meroe. Similarly

to HZgg, also Burstein believes that the king of line 7

is a king of Meroe, furthermore, he supposes that this

king resp. the Meroitic kingdom survived the war in question.

The question, "how then is the continued existence of

Meroitic kings to be reconciled with such an obvious act
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seemir
of sovereignty as the erection of a victory stele at Meroe

and Ezana's use of the title king of Kasu before his post-i

8o
so sti

campaign against the Noba' can be answered, according

to Burstein, with following fascinating hypothesis: City.

the last kings of leroe were Axumite vassals, which would 
tribes

in the
then explain "Ezanas campaign against 

the Noba, ... the

in thi
bitter fighting between him and the Nasu who, according

to his titulary, were already his subjects. Could it be
found

that the Kasu had exploited the disruption of Axumite

authority in the area caused by the bellicose actions of 
king o

of the
the Noba to escape their vassal status? if so, then it would

of Bis:
have been their refusal to return to their former status

81 seems 1
that provoked Ezana's devastating attack." However

on the
attractive this hypothesis is, we cannot entirely discard

is unfc
the possibility that the importance of the Axumite triumphal

an expe
inscriptions in Meroe City is smaller than we put it: for

the Hia
while they unanimously attest one or two Axumite conquests,

on the
there are no proofs that they were not smashed into

pri nc e
pieces after the ensuing re-conquests of the city by the

I s equa
Meroites. But Burstein's hypothesis inspires a further

it fell
hypothesis that could solve at least partly the problem, must be
how did the Noba come into the possession of Meroitic territor of the

Of the

before CEzanas expedition and also the problem of the
At any
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seemingly peaceful transition from late Meroitic into

post-Meroitic /which means to a great extent "early Noba"/,

so strikingly demonstrated e.g. in the cemeteries at Meroe
82

City. Namely, is it not possible that a part of the Noba

tribes were accepted as "foederates" by the Meroitic kingdom

in the final phase of its existence and were settled initially

in this quality on Meroitic territory?

Finally a few sentences on the Greek inscription
83

found in 1969 in Axum. It is the inscription of a Christian

king of Axum, of Himyar, of Reeidan, of Saba, of Sileel,

of the Kasu, of the Bega, of Tiamo; who is of the tribe
c

of Bisi Halene and is son of Ella- Amida. The Greek text

seems to be the introduction of a longer narrative in Sabaean

on the other side of the stone. This latter part of the text
84

is unfortunately very damaged. The Greek part tells about
L

an expedition against the Noba who have attacked the Mangartho,

the Hasa, the Atiaditai and the Barya. The campaign is launched

on the 8th day of the month of Magabit, a Saturday. The editio

princeps states that MWgibit 8, corresponding with Pachons 8,

is equal with the 4th of March of the Julian calendar and
85

it fell on a Saturday in 349, 355 and 36o A. D. However, it

must be added that also other such years during the later part
tori'

of the 4th and in the 5th century can equally be proposed.

At any rate, the date proposals of the editio princeps are
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all pointless, for the conversion of the first Christian

king of Axua cannot be dated earlier than 361. Thus, in

lack of cross-references, the date M~gibit 8, Saturday,

cannot help us any further for the time being.

The scholars dealing with the inscription, including

the authors of the editio princeps who were in a position

to be able to study the original stone, ascribed it to

CEzana, moreover, they regarded the text as the Greek

version of DAE 11. They were led astray by the titulature

and especially by the notion WOS 7 5AA oEl L , son of

Ella-CAmida, so much so that they did not worry about the
86

king's name which is not Cizani! The partly damaged name

consists.sf six letters, of these ohly three are clearly

legible: the first and the two last letters, while the second

letter is quite well traceable. What can be established

is Ar..AC, i.e. something what by no means can be read

as "a somewhat strange form" of a name which we know in
87 88 89 *9o

these forms: Atjore4Z , .j<V, %5  9 and HZANA.

It must be admitted that Caquot noticed this difficulty,

but choose a very simple solution writing that "la deuxikme

lettre ne paralt pas Atre un sigma, car tous leS sigma de

ltinscription sont lunaires. L'inscription ne presentant pas

d'autres zeta, nous optons pour la lecture que recommendant

les autres inscriptions. 9 1
Another difficulty, equally brushe4
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silently aside, is the appearance of the Atiaditai among the

peoples asking for Axumite help against the Noba. It would be

difficult to explain, why don't they figure in any of the

variants resp. translations of the text of DAE 11?

Thus the identity of the actual king of the inscription

cannot be determined by the simple "hypothesis" saying that

we have here an "unusual" ortography of the name EzanEa.
92

Still, the father of this king is identical with the father

of Cizana. Thus the ruler of the new Greek inscription is

brother of Cizana. There are evidences for two brothers of

CEzina /in case if we regard the expression "brother" of his

inscriptions in the sense of family relationsjhip and not as
'93

title/: oZ(Loj.<V and ;A-i . But their names are

ond unfitting. We also know of a certain 'GZ who erected an
94

inscription relating to irrigation works in Ge'ez. This

inscription seems both paleographically and from the point of
-95

view of its language to be close to Ezana's DAE 7. The

Greek Ar..AC is perhaps equivalent of the Ethiopian name

'GZ but of course it does not mean that the two persons have

e anything in common. Only so much seems rather certain that
c

Ar..AC was son of Ella- Amida, thus brother and successor

as /judging from the style of his inscription, immediate successor/

t of CjzanR who still had difficulties with the Noba and who, when

ashed defeating them, erected an inscription copying almost word by
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word an inscription about a campaign against the Noba

of' his predecessor. The only difference between the two

campaigns is the appearance of a newer victim of the

Noba, this may perhaps be interpreted as a sign of the

further extension of the Noba since CEzana's days.

Ar'..AC does not mention Meroe; it is likely that at his time

the Meroitic kingdom did not exist any more. Although the

present stand of the knowledge of the Axumite mints
96

allows quite a few hypothesises, I am convinced that the
97

Axumite coin found recently by Shinnie at Meroe City

cannot be brought into connection with 4th century Axumite

activities reaching the capital. The coin was dated by its

publisher to~the middle of the 4th century A.D. but in fact

it must be considerably later than this date. Its obverse

shows a royal bust and the inscription BACIXEYC; the reverse

a "Maltese" cross within wreath and with the inscription

TOYTO APEEETH XQPArunning around. The cross appeared for the

first time on coin on obverses of mints of Theodosius II
98

/408-450/ which means that no Axumite coin imitating this

particular Byzantine obverse type could have been issued

before the end of the first quarter of the 5th century.



The chronology of the Blemmy occupation of the

Dodekaschoinos

99
Since the monograph of Updegraff presents a

collection of the data concerning the entire history of

the Blemmyes /Eg. blhm; medieval/Arabic/modern Bega,

Bedja/and known in 1978, further since also Desanges

included into his masterly analysis of the classical
loo

sources on Nubia those concerning the Blemmyes,

I shall concentrate here on data relevant for the special

purpose of this paper. I must warn the reader, that I

am not going to give a history.of the Blemmyes in

late antiquity: this study deals only with the (ehronological

framework for such a history.

Being interested in the date of the Blemmy occupation

of northern Lower Nubia it seems necessary to summarize

the main events in this area during the 3rd and 4th

centuries. As it is well-known, the Land of the Twelve

Schoinoi from Syene/Aswan to Hiera Sycaminos/Maharraqa

belonged since the Treaty of Samos established between
lol

Rome and Meroe in winter 21/2o B.C. to Egypt. Being

inhabited mainly by "Ethiopians" i.e. by non-Egyptians

and having special traditions of great antiquity, the

Dodekaschoinos had a special sort of administration in which

the personnel of the mighty temples of Isis resp. of Thoth of
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Dakka played a great role. It seems that it was the
w

administration of these temples that rendered a constantly
p

growing Meroitic political influence possible from the
102 11

mid-second century on. Egyptian military presence

ceases around the middle of the third century in the
d:

Dodekaschoinos. In a series of studies I have tried to
F:

collect data in favour of a hypothesis according to

which the territory was also politically under Meroitic
lo3 A

supremacy ca. between 24o/41 and 248/9, but this
.lo4

hypothesis is not generally accepted. Nevertheless,
lo5 lo6

demotic and Greek inscriptions made in Philae

and other sanctuaries of the Dodekaschoinos in and around GI

253 A.D. and 26o A.D. further the Meroitic inscriptions made
lo7 a

around 265 in Ithe Meroitic Chamber in the Temple of Isis st

at Philae rather unambiguously suggest that after the middle of

of the century the temples of the territory were under fu

joint Egyptian-Meroitic control, which, evidently enough, it

cannot be interpreted as a "condominium" but more likely as to

a status quo in which the territory belongs nominally still it

to Egypt, but in fact all important positions are held by fr

the priesthood of said temples and this priesthood is Meroitic It

and/or governed de facto by Meroe. The withdrawal of the Fi

Roman frontier from Hiera Sycaminos to Syene i.e. the di
10o8

abandonment of the Dodekaschoinos by Diocletian in 298 wh:



was doubtlessly a consequence of this status quo but was also

preceeded by a series of troubles which are - in a more or

less reliable way - documented in our sources. Some

data interpreted usually in this way are, however, to be
1o9

discarded: so e.g. the demotic proskynema Ph. 252.

From this adoration text we learn that a certain Jeho,

fleet admiral, arrived on December 7. 273 A.D. from

Alexandria in Bigga, where he attended the Choiak festival

further that he embarked on December 24 of same year in

order to sail back to Alexandria, or perhaps to Memphis.
11o

Connecting the inscription with a remark of the SHA

Griffith interpreted the proskynema as reference to a war
L111 -1

against the Blemmyes. With some reservations Updegraff
112

shares Griffith's view. Jeho does not hint at any official motif

Ile of his visit; but regarding the date and the length thereof,

further the mention of his participation at the ceremonies,

it is quite obvious that his visit was a short pilgrimage

LB ' to the sacred place of Osiris and Isis and that the inscription

itself is nothing more than a proskynema. Also the passage

from the SHA connected to Jeho's visit is more than suspicious.

itic It mentions an alleged alliance of the Egyptian usurper

Firmus with the Blemmyes. In reality, however, this Firmus

did not exist and there was no revolt in Egypt in these years
113

which could cause the action of Jeho's fleet.

L/
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Of similar value is another remark in the SHA about

the Blemmyes being expelled by Probus from Coptos and

Ptolemais in 279/8o. There is behind this passage, however,
114

a source which, according to J. Schwartz, seems to
115

be quite reliable: this is the Panegyricus Maximini

delivered by Mamertinus in summer 291 in Gallia. It refers

of course to more recent events. Mamertinus tells about a

war between Ethiopians and Blemmyes who were engaged in

mortal struggle with each other. This must have been a

conflict of some importance between Meroe and the Blemmyes.

We do not know whether was there any direct connection

between this Meroitic-Blemmyan conflict and the conflict

in 296 or 297 which also caused Roman intervention and seems

to have ended with a defeat of both Meroitic and Blemmy

armed forces: namely, the Panegyricus Constantini /delivered
116 o

on March 1. 297 / says following: "trophaea Nilica sub T

quibus Aethiops et Indus intremuit" where Indus means Blemmy. m

The victory of Diocletian over the Blemmyes was obviously A

a rather important event for Egyptian inner policy for it m

was worth to commemorate with terracotta statuettes

representing the emperor killing a Blemmy warrior issued for a.117
the benefit of the Egyptian public. o

The official explanation of the withdrawal of the frontieC

to Syene is preserved in Procopius' Persian War, written a,
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118

before 545 and published in 551. Although the reasons of

the withdrawal as put by Procopius are obviously more or

less clever distortions of the realities fabricated by
119

imperial propaganda, they were taken seriously in

Nubian studies, so much so, that the fact remained unnoticed

that the Roman evacuation of the Dodekaschoinos is evidently

equal with a Meroitic expansion. Since I have discussed
12o

this topic elsewhere, here I only remark that it was the

Meroitic kingdom that had to collide after 298 with all

Blemmy attempts to get a foothold in Lower Nubia: Meroe moreover

could now hardly avoid to be mixed up in some way with

Blemmyan actions directed against Egyptian territory.

It seems that the Egyptian military concentration recorded
121

in 322 in Syene/Aswan has its reason both in necessity

of border defence against Meroe and in threats of Blemmy raids.

Towards the end of the reign of Constantine a comes rei
122

militaris was in charge of the limes in the Upper Thebaid.

At this time the Blemmyes reappear in a quite interesting
123

manner. Eusebius in his Life of Constantine makes mention

of the arrival of Ethiopian i.e. Meroitic and Blemmy envoys

at the court. The embassy came to the emperor in all probability

on the occasion of his tricennalia in 336 A.D. It is rather

-tiel
probable, that the appearance of the Meroitic and Blemmy envoys

at the same time was not accidental, but it is unknown,
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what kind of relationship existed in this moment between

the two peoples. As to the reason and outcome of the

homage paid by the Blemmyes to the emperor, we can get a

glimpse from the petition of redress of Flavius
124

Abinnaeus, a cavalry officer from the Fayoum. He

relates: "I was posted ... at Diospolis in the province

of Upper Thebaid. (After) thirty-three (years of service)

I was directed ... to conduct refugees of the people

of the Blemmyes to ... Constantinople ... they were presented

(to the emperors) whereupon ... being instructed to conduct

the said envoys to their own country, I spent with them

a period of three years." Although it seems that the

envoys mentioned here are not identical with those

mentioned by Eusebius, for Fl. Abinnaeus speaks about

337 or 338 and the following three years, still, it can

be supposed that the envoys of 336 or 337 realized or

restaured an agreement which could have been initiated by

the envoys of 336. Taking the principles of the African
125

policy of the sons of Constantine into account,

it seems very probable that under Constantine a foedus

was concluded with a group of Blemmyes /who were perhaps

in a foederate relation also with Meroe and did not belong

to that organization of Blemmy tribes which constantly

raided both Meroe and the Upper Thebaid/; which foedus
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resulted two years later - after a delay caused perhaps

by Constantine's death - in the delegation of Flavius
126

Abinnaeus as Roman praefect to said Blemmy group.

Fl. Abinnaeus stayed three years long after 337 or

338 in the country of these Blemmyes. Where was this
127

country? In Updegraff's opinion in Lower Nubia proper.

It was certainly not there. Besides overexerting the more

than laconic narrative of the cavalry officer, Updegraff
128

refers also to the Vita Prima of Pachomius, namely

to a passage mentioning a Blemmy attack some time before

346. However, he must admit that the Vita Prima /together

with the other Vitae of Pachomios/ was written only after

390 and geographical descriptions refer in it to the time
129

of the writing. Moreover, the Arabic Vita which has a

prominent place among the Vitae as to reliability, speaks

in the relevant section about an attack of the Barbarians,

and this may also mean other pagans /Meroites or Noubadians/.

But against a country of the Blemmyes in the Nile valley

speaks unambiguously enough a remark in Book XIV of
13o

Ammianus Marcellinus. Although the passage deals with

events of the year 354 A.D., it refers probably to the

years between 371-378, i.e. to the period of the travels
131

of the historian in Egypt. It describes the territory

inhabited by the Saracens i.e. Nabateans and in this context
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localises the Blemmyes in the Eastern Desert between

Nile and Red Sea, while the Nile valley south from

Elephantine resp. the cataracts belongs according to
-132

him to Meroe. Ammianus' description is corroborated
133

also by the Vita Senutil from which we can conclude

that around 370 the king of the Blemmyes dwelled in

the Eastern Desert.

The years around 370 witness of course extensive

and fearful Blemmy activities. In eastern direction they

manage a raid as far as the monastery of Raitha on the
134

Sinai peninsula. In the same year i.e. in 373 A.D.

they turn up also in Lower Nubia. The demotic inscription

Ph. 371 records that "in the year named the ble/?/.w

attacked the nwbe.w ... In the year named the sky-boat

of Isis was far away for two years, and it reached the
135

Abaton." A recent reading of the difficult and badly

damaged inscription has proposed instead of nwbe.w

'Hbe.w, suggesting thus that the Blemmyes attacked the
13(

city of El Hibe in the Great Oasis, and not the Nubians.

Not being able to decide, which reading is the correct

one, I merely remark that without having a foothold in

the Nile valley the Blemmyes hardly could manage a raid

as far as the Great Oasis, for which they had to cross

either Meroitic or Egyptian territory. Ph. 371 represents

more likely a document of the attempts of the Blemmyes at
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of the Meroitic rule. In a few years we find them in the possession
137

of the territory. In 395/6 Epiphanius writes: "Mons autem, de

quo nunc nobis sermo est, tune Romanis erat subditus. Smarag-
dinum vero sic vocatur naturaliter insula modica, ex adverso

sita Beronicae, in qua portus est Indiae dirigens ad Thebaidam,

quae a continenti terra Thebaica distat unius diet cursu, cum
est navigium prosperum, hoc est milibus octoginta. Contigua
est autem Beronice, quae sic appellatur, regioni Elephantinae

nec non et Telmi, quae nunc a Blemys obtinetur. Corruerunt

autem montis huius metalla suntque metella alia in ipsorum bar-

barie,-Blemyorum iuxta Telmeos in montibus constituta, quae nunc

effodientes barbari smaragdos incidunt."

Does the nunc mean that the territory south from Elephantine

and around Talmis/Kalabsha came into Blemmy possession together

with the emerald mines of the Eastern Desert in the very time of

the writing? There are at least two independent sources which

render it probable that the conquest of the Dode1baschoinos

did not occur long before 395/6. The first is the evidence of
138

the Notitia Dignitatum. We learn from the ND or., the final
139

draft of which was redacted between July 392 and May 394,

that the southernmost Egyptian garrison is stationed at

Syene and that the frontier area is provided with consider-

6 able forces. We learn furthermore from the ND that there was
14o

a detachment of the ala VIII Palmyrenorum stationed at Phoenikon.

Since Phoenikon is situated at the junction of the desert

roads to Leukos Limen and Berenice, it is evident that Epiphanios'

remark means also the Blemmy possession of Phoenikon i.e.

the evacuation of the Roman force.

It must be mentioned here that according to
141 142

Desanges and Kirwan there was at the time of the
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redaction of the ND or. a Roman garrison with detachments 01

of the Legio II Traiana at Parembole/Dabod in the Dodeka-. A

schoinos, south from Syene. However, it seems that the w
143

Parembole of the ND or. is with Parembole-Nicopolis u)
144

near to Alexandria identical. A:

The second evidence is rendered by a poem of b;

Claudius Claudianus, which locates in a description of a.

the course of the river Nile the Blemmyes between a

Meroe and the cataract region at Syene: the river "errat H:
145

per Meroen Blemmyasque feros atramque Syenem."

Claudianus, a native of Alexandria, went to live in

Rome in 394 where he published his first Latin poem in e
146

the early months of 395. Towards the end of his t

life, i.e. before 4o4, he returned to Egypt in order to a

get married there. It is very unlikely that the verse in t

question reflects information gathered before his moving s

to Rome, since it was written during, or after the
147 t

wedding trip. To these two sources we can add a group

of less exact Egyptian sources: the Historia t

Monachorum which makes a series of small remarks on a

Lower Nubia. One of these is made on "Ethiopians" ravaging
148 f

the area of Syene/Aswan. A further remark is given into

the mouth of the monk Mark who lives in the cataract

region: "there is a race to the east of us and the south-We
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of our city. He is called Anouba and is in great straits."

Another passage describes a Blemmy raid introduced with the
15o

words "the demons made a raid in the valley", making thus

unambiguous that the invaders dwell in the Eastern Besert.

All these remarks are only indirectly dated. As noticed
151

by Kirwan, the relevant section of the Historia

alludes to a Mark who was bishop of Philae. Mark was probably

a contemporary of the patriarch Athanasius /328-373/; the

Historia mentions furthermore a bishop Pseleusios who

was consecrated by the patriarch Timotheos I /38o-385/.

The nunc of Epiphanius, if confronted with the

evidence of the ND or. and with Claudius' verse and put into

the context of the narratives about increasing Blemmy

activity around and after the 37o-ies, means thus that

the Blemmyes have conquered the Dodekaschoinos and the

strategically important zone of the Eastern Desert between

Meroe and.Egypt after 393-394 and before 395-396, i.e.

the occupation occurred while Epirhanius worked on his

treaty de XII gemmis. Evidently enough, precise information

about the actual possessor of the emerald mines in the

region of Phoenikon-Berenice was by no means unimportant

for the author working on a treatise dealing with

precious stones, in which he displays his knowledge of the

actual world, although he starts it with Aaron's ornaments.

-- 1j -



Although not very clearly, both the above quoted demotic

graffito in Philae written in 373 /Ph. 371/ and the

Historia Monachorum hint at the fact that the Blemmyes

had to conquer the Dodekasehoinos from a people called

sometimes summarily Ethiopians, in most cases Noubades

or Anouba. The successor state of Meroe in Lower Nubia

- a state of which we know almost nothing in the period

around 37o-4oo, except of the archaeological remains

unearthed in a royal necropolis /Qustul/ and at some
152

other, better datable, sites - was perhaps ruled

by the Noubades; moreover, also the bulk of the population

of late Meroitic Lower Nubia must have been Nubian-speaking.

Nevertheless, the princes of the successor state regarded

themselves as heirs to Meroe. But evidently enough,

the consequences of the territorial losses were to be felt

also quite independently from political identity and

tradition of territorial integrity.

An interesting interlude deserves here mention. We

learn from a demotic graffito written in 394 in Philae

/Ph. 436/ that at this time there were priests in the Temple

of Isis who regarded it proper to pay homage to Mandulis,

a deity specially worshipped by the Blemmyes and associated

with the Blemmyes - who were just in these days ravaging
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the neighbourhood. The inscription and the relief

which is accompaanied by the graffito are the only late

antique relies of the Mandulis cult at Philae: the Temple
155

of Mandulis, attested in the 2nd century B.C., was

now, presumably already for centuries, out of function.

What is the background of this curious devotion? Was it

motivated by political conviction challenged by the

concentration of Roman military force in the area?

Did this priest hope that a Blemmy victory over the Romans

improves the situation in Upper Egypt? or we better see

in him a figure of the pagan resistance - a figure similar

to those whom we encounter in later years: haters of

Rome and of Christendom who did not shrink back even

from using the Blemmyes as tools.

In the following I discuss the data concerning the

Blemmy occupation in the valley. They are - with a few

exceptions- very difficult to connect with exact points

in time. Most of them are floating in the decades around

the visit of Olympiodorus in the land of the Blemmyes

which occurred between ca. 418-421 and the middle years of

the century. To begin with the most "exhaustive" narrative,
156

we learn from Olympiodorus of Thebes, that the Blemmyes

possessed the cities of Taphis/Tafa, Talmis/Kalabsha and

Prima in the valley, altogether a stretch of five days'
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journey from Philae, further Phoenikon/El Laqeita and

Chiris /?/ in the region of the emerald mines in the

Eastern Desert. Prima is usually identified with Qasr

Ibrim /Pidema of Juba, Pindi/mis/ or Primis /?/ of Bion,

Primi of the itinerary of the Petronius-expedition,
157

Meroitic Pedeme /, but Olympiodorus' definition of the

geographical position of this place is very confusing:

"...they took me as far as Talmis itself so as to investigate

also those regions which extend for a distance of five

days' /journey/ from Philae as far as Prima, which was

at one time the first city in the Thebaid when entering

from the land of the barbarians. For this reason the Romans

called it Lat.in Prima, i.e. "First"". As Qasr Ibrim lies

some loo kms south from the southern border of the Dodeka-

schoinos, it is hard to believe that there could have been

a legend in the 5th century maintaining that this place

was the first city "in the Thebaid" /!/ north from some

barbarian land. It is also unlikely that Olympiodorus

could have heard something in this context about the

Roman occupation of Qasr Ibrim some four and a half centuries

ago. Desanges hints at the possibility that Olympiodorus'
158

Prima is the ~fWI of Agatarchides/Photius, a name
given to urta /mod./ the Corte of the Itin. 159

given to Qurta /mod./, the Corte of the Itin. Ant.,



which was the first Roman city when one crossed at

Hiera Sycaminos the Egyptian border/before 298 A.D1/,

It is thus rather likely, that the country of the

Blemmyes did not include Qasr Ibrim.

Olympiodorus says following about the motif of his

visit: "during his sojourn at Thebes and Syene on account

of /his/ historical research, there arose a desire

/among/ the phylarchs and prophets of the barbarians around

;igate'
Talmis i.e. the Blemmyans to meet him; and it was his reputation

that motivated them to this." Although Olympiodorus

enjoyed a great reputation - Hierocles, a philosopher,
16o

dedicated to him a treaty on Providence and Fate

tans
saying that Olympiodorus "attached many great barbarian

161
peoples to the Roman Empire" -, still, it is hard to

believe that his reputation won mainly by his visit to
162

the Huns in 412 could have reached the Blemmyes,

whose knowledge of world affairs hardly went beyond

matters in Egypt. It is much more likely that he was

sent to the Blemmyes in diplomatic mission by the
163

eastern court. Both scheme and outcome of his mission

uries
are unknown. Kirwan's hypothesis, that at the time of his

visit the Blemmyes were foederates of Rome, is attractive,

but improbable, for in this case Olympiodorus would have
164

formulated his account in a different way.
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It is perhaps the title phylarchos that influences The

research in favour of the hypothesis proposed by Kirwan: It
165

it may refer to chiefs of federate barbarian groups. Ami

But in this case I prefer the meaning "tribal chief", al.

the more so that all cases when we hear of Blemmy phylarchoi, of

as far as we can judge it, concern men whose quality san

do not suggest the very special meaning of /foederate/ chief. orf

Two Greek inscriptions refer to the religiosity of Unf

the Blemmyes in the decades around Olympiodorus' visit. to

The better known text is to be found in the Temple of hav
166

Mandulis in Kalabsha /now in New Kalabsha/ and records /ir

the appointment of KAt•d(O• of three religious

societies in Tanmis/Kalabsha by an unnamed king in the Nou

official time of the phylarchos Phoinoin /which must have been the

pronounced as Phonen/, Gamatiphant the prophet and Men- imp

ruchem, Ko•Xt V jfoVC . The religious societies bear names int

of indigenous deities, as shown recently in an interesting onl
167 ,

paper by Tomas Higg: 6'Uo 6ro A E, X•vOdor Xro•a-,
168

6Vodof~ S /IdO•Y'f . . It seems that the societies

are organized in a similar way as related societies in

Egypt, it is thus not improbable that in spite of the

indigenous cults to which they belong, they have their roots

in the religious life of Talmis before the Blemmy occupation.

res

was

The

The

the

prc

are

the
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-r

Noubadians first in the Ptolemaic period in Philae and

en then by the Roman emperors in Kalabsha/, or were they

imported into the temples of the Dodekaschoinos resp.

into the cult life of the inhabitants of Kalabsha and Taphis

only after the Blemmy conquest around 395/6.

The well-known appeal of Appion /known from an imperial
173

rescript /, bishop of Syene, Contra Syene and Elephantine

was written some time between 425 and 45o and addressed to

Theodosius II. Pleading that the dux and comes of the Upper

Thebaid may order the troops under his command to protect

the churches of Syene, Contra Syene and Elephantine, their

properties and the Christians living at these places where there
174

are no troops stationed, for they stand defenceless against

the barbarian Blemmyes and Annoubades. It would be a speculation

169
The second inscription is in the temple of Taphis/Tafa.

It records the donation of a stoa to the indigenous deity
17o

Amati /A,4k L/ by the A.vdYof) OS <(6" A/4T 1 . The text

also refers to a society of the god L51_OL , who is a form
171

of the Egyptian Chonsu. This inscription seems to reflect

same Blemmyan continuation of originally Egyptian cult

organizations and religious customs as the Kalabsha inscription.

Unfortunately, we do not know more about the deities referred

to in them, and cannot tell, whether did also these deities

have their Egyptian cult forms and places already earlier

/in the form as the cult of Mandulls was established

mainly for the benefit of the Blemmyes and perhaps also of the
t 1 172
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to connect the bishop's plea with devastating raids
175

noticed around 44o by Egyptian monks, but even if we

do not point out direct connection between one particular

raid and the letter, Appion doubtlessly gives an evidence

of what could perhaps be called general neglect of the

military protection against the southern barbarians. The

answer of the emperor is not preserved, but it was

probably generous, for the fragment of the answer in

the own handwriting of the emperor preserved on the
176

rescript starts with the words bene valere te cupimus.
177

P. Grossmann suggests that the late antique army barracks

built in the temenos of the Temple of Chnum at Elephantine

are to be interpreted as answer of the emperor on Appion's

plea. Unfortunately, we are unable to form a judgement on

the history of the detachment of the cohors prima felix
178

Theodosiana stationed in 392-594 at Elephantine and to

tell why was this garrison evacuated at the time of

Appion.

The new feature in the Blemmy raids is their compliance

with the Noubades or Annoubades: a striking development,

the promoters of which are entirely obscure - at least, our

sources are silent in this respect. It was perhaps common

interest in the worship of the Isis of Philae that has broUg

about the conclusion of a cooperation, or Noubadian interest

(also beyond interest in the free access to the goddess)in
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of booties. So e.g. the items of a church treasure that

186
could not have been received as presents: a reliquary,

o 187 188
a silver censer, liturgical spoons, embossed

189 190
silver dishes, several candelabra. All these objects

must have belonged to an Upper Egyptian church and date from
ance 191

the period around the turn of the 4th and 5th centuries.

The Noubadian raids, if we take the liberty to date them on
our

the basis of these /and other, here disregarded/ objects in
n

the tombs, start around the first and second decades of the 5th
rouglt

century and in this way they can also be connected with
rest 192

the mentions of raids in Palladius' Historia Lausiaca.
n

It is worth to note that Palladius speaks about Ethiopians!

free communication of whatever kind with Egypt via the

Blemmyan Dodekaschoinos. But what the promoters ever were,

this compliance must have meant for Egypt a suddenly increasing

threat to security. The Noubadians committed themselves

for a rather long period of several decades to plundering.
179

The royal tombs of Qustul yielded numerous objects of

Egyptian or even Constantinopolitan origin, as the jewelled
180 181 182

harnesses, bracelets and rings, inlaid woodwork,
183

silver ewers, etc., but these, if not acquired by commerce,
184

seem to be presents sen~ to foederates. The later
185

cemetery of Ballana shows, at least in case of burials

of the first half of the 5th century, a different

picture, for here the foreign objects are obviously parts
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By the middle of the century the joint Blemmyan-Noubadian

undertakings in Egypt must have become intolerable.

Towards the end of 452 A.D. Roman forces were sent against

them and the combined army of the two peoples is defeated

at a place unknown for us. We possess information about

the defeat and the treaty following it through Jordanes

and Priscus. The first gives a very short description

of the events remarking that "Novades Blemmyesque Ethiopia

prolapsos per Florum Alexandrinae-urbis procuratorem
193

sedavit et pepulit a finibus Romanorum." Priscus'

description is longer - and he was probably also an
194 195

eyewitness to the events. He relates: "The Blemmyans

and the Noubadae, having been defeated by the Romans, sent

a delegation to Maximinus from both peoples, wishing to

enter into a peace treaty. And they proposed that this be

observed so long as Maximinus remained in the country of

the Thebans. When he refused to enter into a treaty for

such a short period, they said they would not take up

arms for the rest of his life. But as he would not accept

even the second proposal of the embassy, they made a treaty

for one hundred years. In this it was agreed that the Roman

prisoners be released without ransom /regardless of/ whether

they have been captured during this or during any other

attack, that the animals carried off at that time be returne4
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Is ratified in the temple of Philae. Some /people/ were sent.

3mt Also present were those of the Blemmyans and of the Noubadae

who were to conclude the treaty on the island. After the

terms of the agreement had been committed to writing and

the hostages had been handed over - they were children

of the ex-despots and former sub-despots /tyrannos; hypo-

tyrannos/, something that had never before happened in

,t this war, for never had children of Noubadae and of

aty Blemmyans been hostages with the Romans - it turned out

man that Maximinus fell into precarious health and died. When the

barbarians got word of Maximinus' death, they took away their

hostages by force and overran the country.n As the narrative

refers to Maximinus> death the t t t h b

urne , rea y mus ave een

cuncluded and broken in 453 A.D.: for after Maximinus' death

and that the.compensation for their expenses be paid; further

that the well born among them be handed over as hostages

to garantee the treaty, and that their crossing to the

temple of Isis be unhindered in accordance with the ancient

law, Egyptians having charge of the river boat in which

the statue of the goddess is placed and ferried across the

river. For at a stated time the barbarians bring the statue

to their own country and, after having consulted it,
196

return it safely to the island. Therefore Maximinus decided

that it was appropriate that the text of the compact be

ther

d
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Priscus went to Alexandria where he witnessed the religious
197

rioting of 453, and came into close contact with the

Florus whom we met in Jordanes' remark. The differences

between the narratives of Jordanes and Priscus - i.e. the

exclusive mention of Florus by the first; of Maximinus

by the second author - could arise some doubts as to the

identity of the defeat described by Jordanes with the war
198

described by Priscus. However, we know that a considerable

part of Jordanes' Romana comes from Priscus, so e.g. in all
c ' 199

probability also § 333 goes back on Priscus' lost l op &c<.

The uncertainties about Florus' and Maximinus' identity

do not weaken the evidence. Florus was, according to

Jordanes, procurator urbis; Seeck identified him with a
2oo

comes rei militaris i.e. with a military governor of the

city. Maximinus bears no title, although the proposal of

the barbarians concerning a treaty for the time of his stay

in-the Thebaid renders it probable that he was there in some

official quality with fixed /?/ term. In sources of these

times there appear two personalities bearing the name Maximinu-m

both could theoretically have been employers of Priscus.

Literature generally prefers Maximinus, a military dignity

to Maximinus, a magister scrinii working on the preparations
2ol

of the Theodosian Code. He is first attested as ambassador

of the emperor to Attila in 449; in 45o as commander of an

F W71 - ---- -
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diplomat. The above mentioned detail in Priscus' narrative

suggests that he was already in office in the Thebaid:

minusl
now, in order to be able to negetiate a peace treaty,

he must have been holding the office of the duxwof the
2o7

Thebaid.

ns
More important than the question of Maximinus' identity

dor
is the chain of events described by Priscus: joint raids -

taking prisoners-and rich booty in Upper Egypt - of the

- 45 -

2o2

expedition against the rebellious Zeno in Isauria;

in November of same year speaks Pope Leo in a letter
2o3

about a comes Maximinus. Still, it is unclear,

in what quality did Maximinus act in Philae? and, I would

add, it is unclear, too, whether is the ambassador in the

court of Attila identical in fact with the leader
2o4

of the expedition against Zeno? Blockley supposes

that Maximinus was sent to the Egyptian frontier to

negotiate a peace, i.e. as a diplomat. This means,

that he arrived after Florus defeated the army of the

allied barbarians. This reconstruction of the events

can be regarded as corrwsponding with the lost narrative

of Priscus which we know only from the scattered fragments
205

in Konstantinos Porphyrogennetos, Jordanes resp.
206

Evagrius. However, it is disturbing that it is by

no means certain that our Maximinus is really a professional
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Blemmyes living in the Dodekaschoinos and of the Noubadians

living south from the Dodekaschoinos; their defeat by

Florus in ca. 452; a peace treaty concluded in Philae

by Maximinus in 452 or 453; death of Maximinus in 453

causing the automatic expiration of the peace treaty

/according to the ideology of both partners!/ and the

immediate Blemmyan-Noubadian attack in order to take-back

the hostages. It is worth noticing that Priscus' narrative

does not make a foedus between the barbarians and Rome

likely. On the other hand, however, the treaty granted

free access to the Temple of Isis what is to be regarded

as a great concession in the time of the repeated pro-

hibitions directed against the maintenance of pagan cults.

We do not kmow, whether was the raid after Maximinus'

death followed still by further raids or not; the fragment
2oo

of a Greek heroic Blemmyomachia in mid-fifth century style

praising a victorious general of the name Germanus may

refer to a defeat suffered after 453 as well as to an

episode of the conflicts in 452. The situation is perhaps

to be characterized by the fact that the Temple of Isis

remained open and accessible to the barbarians till ca.

535-538 A.D., when Justinian finally ordered to close
.209

the Philae temples.

When trying to understand the connections between

Egypt, the Blemmyes and the Noubadians in the first half



of the fifth century, we must be aware of the fact that

the Blemmyes and the Noubadians were not living within

the boundaries of centralized kingdoms. In the first half

of the fourth century Fl. Abinnaeus speaks about secessionist

tribes among the Blemmyes which could be persuaded to serve

Constantinople. The situation could remain similar also in

later times. Certain Blemmyan tribes lived in the Dodeka-

schoinos, while the bulk of the tribes remained in the

territory between the Nile and the Red Sea Hills, this also

may have caused differentiation and a variety of attitudes

towards Egypt. As to the Noubadians, we must bear in mind

that also this notion may have different meanings in the

sources. There were Noubadians living as Meroitic subjects in

Lower Nubia until the 36o-ies or 37o-ies and they were

certainly Meroiticized to a considerable extent. There were

perhaps such Noubadian groups living in the Dodekaschoinos

already before 298; after 298 this territory was settled

then more densely with Meroitic subjects of Noubadian
21o

ethnicity. A new wave of Noubadians - probably less Meroitici-

zed, or not Meroiticized at all - arrived in Lower Nubia after

the fall of Meroe. During the following century Lower Nubia

south from the Dodekaschoinos was occupied by these people whic were

only by hername homogeneous: it is probable, that in fact

they constituted both in time and geographically several

political entities and displayed different sympathies

and antipathies, While the sources in the first half of the
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fifth century speak about Noubadian raids in Egypt,

and in the royal tombs of Ballana we find signs of

these or other raids, further south there seem to exist

at the same time at least two foederate Noubadian

chiefdoms. An alabastre largitio dish made in the periode
211

between 4oo and 45o unearthed in a princely tumulus

at Gammai; further two metall bowls with the bust of a
212

mid-fifth century emperor on one of them from a tomb

at Ermenne are typical objects presented to a foederate
213

of medium rank. Although it cannot be entirely

excluded, that these objects originate from a booty,

I am convinced that they are the same for what we would

take them if found in another barbarian neighbour country

of the empire: namely the vessels in which

the barbarian chiefs received the money subsidy.

The remaining documents to be commented on may

- at least indirectly - be brought into connection with

the setback suffered in 452. They are documents of extra-

ordinary importance and of extraordinary amiguity. The

Silko inscription as well as the letter of Phonen and

the Tantani correspondence provide us with a richness of

informations but also with perplexing puzzles.
214

The Silko inscription tells following:



SIt1Y V

"I am Silko, King of the Noubades and of all the Ethiopians.

I went to Talmis and Taphis twice. I fought with the

Blemmyes, and God gave me the victory with the third time.

I conquered in turn; I made myself master of their cities.

I encamped with my troops for the first time. I conquered

them, and they beseech me. I made peace with them, and

they made an oath to me by their gods. I trusted to their

oath because they were honorable men. I went up to the

upper part of my /land/. When I became king, I did not at

all follow other kings but /went/ as the chief one before

them. The people who contend with me, I do not pwrmit

them to settle down in their land, unless they esteem

me and beseech /me/. I am a lion for the Lower Country,

and for the Upper Country I am a bear. I fought with the

Blemmyes from Prim to Telelis once. And the other Upper

Noubades I ravaged their lands since they contended with

me. I do not permit them to set themselves in the shade

but outside under the sun. And they cannot drink water

in their house. Those who resist me, I carry off from

women their children." So much is clear, that after two

unsuccessful campaigns Silko defeated the Blemmyes,

conquered their cities between Prim /probably Qasr Ibrim;

but see the doubts expressed in connection with the name

above in the discussion of Olyimpiodorus' Prima/ and
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Telelis /unidentified, perhaps in the region of the first

cataract?/ including Taphis/Tafa and Talmis/Kalabsha;

further that he made a peace treaty with them, taking the

oath of the Blemmyes. Silko also fought against the "upper

Noubades" whom we may perhaps identify with Noubadian

groups in alliance with the Blemmyes - i.e. with those

Noubadians whom we saw above in the sources concerning

raids in Egypt and the expedition of Florus and Maximinus,

The question, whether was Silko a Christian, is here not
.215

relevant.

The Silko inscription was usually taken for an indication

of the final expulsion of the Blemmyes from the Dodeka-
216 217 218

schoinos, but recently Kirwan and Updegraff argued

for a different interpretation. Now the second document,
219

Phonen's letter, makes the revision of previous opinions

necessary. Before turning to its discussion, I call the

reader's attention on the fact that Phonen's letter is later,

than the Silko inscrintion, and Kirwan's opinion, according

to which Silko did not put an and to the Blemmy occupation,

results from the imprecise preliminary information he possessed

about the chronological implications in the text of Phonen.

The letter was sent by Phonen, King of the Blemmyes

/1 l AC1s /AA iyj //VJ/ to Aburni, King of the Noubades

/pdoGAciq /Moto~d; /. The letter does not leave any doubt

as to the fact that Aburni is the successor of Silko and Phonen
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is identical with the opponent of King Silko of the Silko inscr.

Phonen urges Aburni to restore peace under rather clearly

outlined conditions and recalls the preliminaries, saying
22o

thus: "As you wrote to me thus, I want us to have

concord between each other ... I welcomed it /?/ utterly.

If you wish, let you and I remain honestly in our houses.

For first indeed Silko conquered and took Talmis, but today

you have conquered and taken Talmis, first Silko took and

kept us off our lands, but today you have conquered and

taken Talmis; first Silko spoke thus, Give me sheep and

cattle and camels in plenty /?/, so that your lands may be

returned, and I gave them all and he spurned and restrained

us. And I wrote to Eienei for the sake of peace and sent

ambassadors under truce and he (i.e. Silkoj spurned and

murdered the chieftain and prince and took prisoner the

prophets on the site of Phontauu... And indeed because of

the actions of Silko by which he spurned Eienei - for this

reason - I was grieved and came down and made war. Yet the

words of Silko and Eienei have passed away. Are we, perhaps,

to take up with each other the position of Eienei and Silko?

No! For now I and you, as a brother and as an elder /brother/,

shall share a good time with each other. Go up out of our

land and send the gods to the temple ... and you sent me word

about silver and sheep and camels. We found these and I have

ý .7.L
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sent them to you. Go up out of my land and give us our own

possessions and gods..../And/I shall keep good peace

with you. But be sure that, if you forbid us our lands and

gods, we cannot stand by and allow everything to perish.

And indeed the war is not for your lands; the war is for

our lands."
221

Scholars dealing with the letter unanimously stress

the difficulties of its translation. Indeed, all important

sections could be translated at least in two contradictory

ways, rendering thus at least two entirely different
.222

reconstructions of the events possible. It seems to

me that the right explanation for the particularly bad

Greek was found by Tomas Hligg who supposed that the confused

and confusing use of personal endings /which actually

cateses the contradictory explanations of the contents/

is the consequence of the cooperation of Phonen, who

knew well what he wanted to say but spoke a Pidgin Greek,

and of a scribe for whom the story was obscure but who

wrote a good Greek and tried ýo be consequent with the

endings - as far as he thought to understand Phonen's
.223

iniciative. This hypothesis allows us to look for a

coherent story in the letter. The story seems to be

about Silko, King of the Noubadians, taking - as also

indicated in his Kalabsha inscription - Talmis and other



places from Phonen and concluding afterwards a peace

treaty with him. It seems that the treaty was understood

by Phonen as enabling him to come back into the possession

of the cities captured by Silko. But in spite of the

tribute sent by Phonen, Silko remained in the cities,

whereas Phonen sent ambassadors to him. Silko murdered

them, including a phylarchos /tribal chief, in Rea's

translation chieftain/ and a hypotyrannos /sub-despot, in

hea's translation prince/. In the ensuing war Silko's

successor, Aburni "conquered" Talmis and other places.

The first question inevitably is about the "importance"

of the letter, i.e. whether can it be interpreted as

a proof for the final Noubadian possession of the Dodeka-

schoinos resp. for the final expulsion of the Blemmyes?

Evidently enough, the text is an evidence for events that occured

before its writing, but there are still external arguments

that may lend to it a certain "finality". These are two

inscriptions in Kalabsha: we have dealt with both of them

above. The Silko inscription is a triumphal inscription

accompanied by a representation of the victorious Noubadian
224

king written on a distinguished piece of wall in the Great

Court of the Temple of Mandulis. It is rather natural to

imagine, that this inscription cannot remain intact in case

if the Blemmyes re-conquer Kalabsha. This argument is in a

somewhat strange way corroborated by the second inscription:
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this inscription in the Talmis temple about the appointment

of klynarchoi was made under Phonen when he was still a

phylarchos and suggests, that Phonen was well aware of the

significance of the erection of inscriptions in temples and

especially in this particular temple. Consequently, it would

seem logical that if Phonen, as king, could return to Kalabsha,.

would certainly not leave uneffaced the triumphal inscription

of his enemy, relating just the victory over him.

Since the conflicts between Silko, Aburni and Phonen

concerned the ownership of the Dodekaschoinos, the question iS,

whether are the Silco inscription and the letter of Phonen tobedi

before, or after 452/3, rather irrelevant. Prior to Maximinus3

treaty Blemmyes and Noubadians appear as allies, but it is UO0

not improbable, that it was just a side-effect of the treaty

and of the ensuing difficulties that alienated the two

peoples from each other. It is furthermore well imaginable,

that this did not happen without Roman intervention.

The Phonen letter was found together with three other

papyri written in Sacidic Coptic, by different persons,

but the recipient is the same in each case: a certain Tantani,

described in the largest letter as Tantani, I1E0YAaxoC

A•0VrBE4OC 24bOTeBa')y i.e. phylarchos of the nation of those
225

who belong to Nouba /or to the Anouba/. In another letter
226

he is addressed T eOCilC OY6T5s, Lord of the Nouba,

but this latter does not mean in my opinion a similar

r



carreer as that of Phonen from phylarchos to basileis.

The longest letter is written by an Egyptian officer,

Viventius, who describes himself as the "devoted tribune,

who has been placed over all the soldiers who are in the
.227

limiton of Egypt". This letter seems to be part of a

correspondence dealing with the preparations of a treaty
228

between Tantani and Egypt, but we cannot say more

about the contents of this obviously extremely important

text before its publication. Certain details in it strongly

suggest a mid-fifth century dating, it is thus tempting to

bring Tantani's correspondence into connection either

with the events of 452-453, or with the situation immediately

after the - broken - peace treaty between the Blemmyes and

the Noubadians on the one hand, and Egypt on the other.

It is perhaps not without significance, that the Tantani

correspondence does not contain any hints at Blemmyes.

Although only hypothetically, above considerations

suggest that the Blemmyes havelost the Dodekaschoinos shortly

after 453 A.D. In the first half of the 6th century

they lived already for a longer time outside of the valley,

as Procopius' description suggests. The historian makes an

excursion on events in and around Philae when mentioning

Justinian's intention to win the Aethiopians i.e. Axum and
229

the Homerites as allies against Persia. In 1, 19 27-37

23o
of his De Bello Persico he relates:

- 32 1 1-1,4
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"From the city of Auxomis to the Egyptian border of

the Roman Empire, where the city known as Elephantine is

situated, is a journey of thirty days ... Among the many

peoples settled there are the Blemmyes and the Nobatai,

very populous tribes. But the Blemmyes inhabit the interior

of this country, while the Nobatai possess the lands on either

side of the River Nile. ... Diocletian persuaded those

barbarians /i.e. the Nobatai/, to migrate from their own

haunts and to settle on either side of the Nile, promising to

present them with great cities and with a large territory,

markedly better than that which they formerly inhabited.

In this way he supposed they would stop harassing the terri-

tories around Oasis and also, taking possession of the

land which was given to them, probably drive off the Blemmyes

and the other barbarians, since the land was /now/ their own.

This pleased the Nobatai, and they made the migration very

quickly indeed in the way Diocletian had commanded them.

So they took possession of both the Roman cities and all the

country on both sides of the river beyond the city of

Elephantine. Then this empreror decreed that there be given

both to them and to the Blemmyes each year a stated amount

of gold on the condition that they no longer plunder Roman

territory. Although they have been receiving this right down

to my day, none the less they continue to overrun the places
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in those parts. ... These barbarians retained the sanctuaries

in Philae right down to my day, but the Emperor Justinian

decided to pull them down. Accordingly Narses, ... who was

in command of the troops here, pulled down the sanctuaries

on the emperor's orders, held the priests under guard and sent

the images to Byzantium."

Not all details of the description are equally precise.

The origin of the Noubadian settlement in the Dodekaschoinos

may partly go back to Diocletian's frontier withdrawal, but

the people hardly has arrived here from territories west

from the Nile, they rather came from Lower Nubia where they

were Meroitic subjects, similarly, as they must have been

Meroitic subjects after 298 in the Dodekaschoinos. Although

it cannot be doubted on the basis of evidences, it is not

quite certain that the formal foedus between Diocletian, the

Noubadians and the Blemmyes as described by Procopius

did really exist: it is also possible, that Procopius

projected later developments back into the time of the frontier

withdrawal. Diocletian's scheme to use the Noubadians

against the Blemmyes is not improbable in itself, but also

this detail makes the impression as if Procopius would in

fact write about more recent - perhaps mid-fifth century -

reasons and circumstances of the maintenance of the pagan

cults in Philae.
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The Gebelen documents

These documents were presumably found on the small
231

island of Gebelen some 25 English miles south of Thebes.

The thirteen documents - all written on a material what

appears to be gazelle /?/ skin - are in Greek /nine pieces/

and in Coptic with Greek insertions /four pieces/, and

belonged to the same archive. The homogeneity of the collection

is indicated by following reasons: a/ five of the nine

loan texts in the collection involve the same lender;

b/ four of the above-mentioned five loans are-written

by the scribe Sansnos, one further loan by the scribe

Dioscoros; c/ three further loans were written again by

Sansnos, one~.y the scribe Agathon. The documents were

recently arranged into a chronological sequence on the

basis of the indiction datings and the indications consisted

in the texts themselves by Tomas Hagg; here I reproduce
232

his list and then I go to a short discussion of the

contents of the individual. texts on the basis of the

new edition and translation prepared by T. Eide, T. Htgg
233

and R. H. Pierce.

No. 1. BKU III 35o, scribe Sansnos, 9th Ind., Thoth 29

No. 2. BKU III 361, scribe Sansnos, ? Ind., Epeiph 29

No. 3. BKU III 359, scribe Sansnos, undated

No. 4. SB III 6258, scribe Agathon, llth Ind., Athyr 23



No. 5. SB X 10o554, scribe Agathon, 13th Ind., Mecheir 23

No. 6. SB III 6257, scribe Sansnos, 1st Ind., Phaophi 24

No. 7. SB X 1o553, scribe Dioscoros, undated

No. 8. SB III 6259, scribe Sansnos, 2nd Ond., Epeiph 13

No. 9. P. K1ln dgypt. 13, scribe Agathon, 2nd Ind.,

Phamenoth 15

No. lo. SB X 1o552, scribe Sansnos, 4th Ind., Phapophi 5 /?/

No. 11. BGU III 796, scribe Sansnos, ? Ind., Pharmouthi 17

No. 12. BGU III 795, scribe Sansnos, 5th /?/ Ind.,

Pharmouthi 18

No. 13. BGU III 797, scribe Sansnos, ? Ind., Thoth 11.

A short summary of the contents of the individual documents

is presented here in order to give an idea of the structure

of the dealings fixed in these texts; literature refers

usually somewhat biassed to one or another feature of the

legal practice of the Blemmyes:
234

No. 1. Coptic and Greek. Donation and manumission:

Kharaftik, son of ?,donates his mother a female slave. In

the second part of the document the same mother manumits

the two children of her son by above female slave. These

two children are obliged to dwell in the house of the manu-

mittor and serve her as free persons. Among the witnesses

figure Khaias, phylarchos and Osien, hypotyrannos.
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235
No. 2. Coptic and Greek. Acknowledgement of debt.

Debtors Phant and his daughter Trempyoh. The debt is secured

by agricultural land belonging to the debtors /antichretic
236

loan /. While the debtors are Egyptians /according to

their name/, the lender - whose name is not preserved -

was probably Blemmyan.
237

No. 3. Coptic and Greek. Acknowledgement of debt.

Debtor Sulien, son of Wanaktikuta; lender Phant. The

antichretic loan is secured by a tavern /§ym•osion/ in

the locality Tune.
238

No. 4. Greek. Royal disposition. The most noble

king /l(~MVFedo5 xS i*L.67/kOC1/ Pokatimne entrusts the

administration of the island Temsir, also called Tanare,

to the priest /tEffZi9 / Poae, who is addressed as

most well-born / •F• VbV'jos/.
239

No. 5. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Debtor Sullen,

son of Wanaktikuta /eee No. 3/, lender Phant, son of the

priest Kirbeeitak. The debt is secured by two female slaves.
24o

No. 6. Greek. Royal disposition. Kharakhen, King of

the Blemmyes /4A&L6 ZC'l o Y O~rMtiVwv / entrusts the admin-

istration of the island Tanare /see No. 4/ to his /three or
241

two ?/ children, adding: "And no one is ordered to

hinder you. But if the Rlomans make difficulties /and/ do not

hand over the customary /dues/ /•vv/ Ito<'CI/ the ~phyarchos
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shall not be hindered, nor the hypotyrannos, from seizing

the Romans until /they/ pay the customary /dues/ for my

island." Witnesses are Laize, domesticus and Tiutikna,

domesticus.
242

No. 7. Greek. Acknowledgement of debts /two distinct

receipts/. Debtors name is not preserved; lender is Ose.

Ose is addressed as well-born /tli 7r6 /.
.243

No. 8. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Debtor

Argon, son of Laize, silversmith; lender Noaymek.
244

No. 9. Coptic and Greek. Royal disposition. According
245

to the editio princeps the document records that King

Barachia reconfirms his previous order to the woman Amnas
246 1

to remain in the komerkion after having been manumitted,

further obliges her to serve him also .s a free person.

Since Weber's translation is corrected at several places by

Eide, HIgg and Pierce, I reproduce here their new trans-

lation: "Barachia, the king of the nation of the Blemmyes

/ T• ,AOOC Pn90r A2AOOYC /, I write to Amnas, her

whose Christian name is Sophia: I order you to remain in the

komerkion under /= which belongs to?/ the /= your?/ fathers

in the way that everyone is and to be, yourself, as a free

person. It is not permitted for anyone to pass by there

ever; for when I ascended the throne after King Kharakhen,

I myself ordered you to be in the komerklon in a town /AI R/;
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for no one should hinder /you/ there. And I assent to the

document; /for/ it was at my command that Agathon, the scribe,

wrote this document." Witnesses: King Barakhia /1/; Tata,

phylarchos; Eisoeit, yirpotyranngs; Eutieka; Prekam; Hatika;

Laize; Kaet; Noupika, phylarchos; in the closing formula stands:

"at the command of the most glorious /.r6 oo-ros / King

Barakhia."
247

No. lo. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Debtor Osian,

lender Ose /see Nos 7, 11, 12, 13/.
248

No. 11. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Debtor Sle,

lender Ose, who is addressed here /as also in Nos 12 and 13/

as phylarchos, tribal chief.
249

No. 12. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Debtor and

lender as in No. 11.
25o

No. 13. Greek. Acknowledgement of debt. Lender Ose

/see Nos lo, 11, 12/, debtors Tusikia and Hadetak/./.

From the dispositions of Pokatimne /No. 4/ and of Khara.

khen /No. 6/ we learn that the administration of the island

Tanare - which is perhaps identical with the island of

Gebelen, if we trust the data on the provenance - was

conferred by Blemmyan kings upon different Blemmyan persons:

in the first case upon a pagan priest, in the second upon

the sons of the king; furthermore, we learn the important

fact that there lived on the island non-Blemmyan persons, who

are defined as Romans, i.e. Egyptians, in Kharaken's letter.
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In case of the declintqgof the payment of the "customary

/due/" the Romans can be taken into custody by the Bleamyan

tribal chief, phylarchos, and sub-despot, hypotyrannos, on

royal order. The customary due i.e. tax is designated

with the word eVVY CL~ in decree No. 6. The word reveals

that the matter here was the payment of gratuities which

belonged into the complicated taxation system of Byzantine
251

Egypt and, as a custom, they were not every year imposed.

The expression appears only in exceptional cases before the

sixth century, but it will be frequently-used to designate

the obligatory gratuities to be paid to different dignities
-252

and bureaucrats in the first third of the sixth century.

In his eigth Novel Justinian regularizes the various

synetheia to be paid to different officials /A.D. 535/, and
253

the system will be improved then in Edict xiii.

The circumstance that the Blemmyan administrators of the

island were empowered to arrest the Egyptian inhabitants of

Tanare who declined to pay the synetheia renders it probable

that the Blemmy king possessed unlimited power - at least as

far as civil administration is concerned - on a part of

Egyptian territory. The form of tax collecting etc. referred

to in the documents makes the Blemmy king appear similar

to Byzantine Egyptian landowners authorized to exert
254

autopragia. The papyri of the first half of the 6th century
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inform us in great detail about this taxation praxis
-255

of the large estates in Egypt. Furthermore, both the

acknowledgements of debt and the manumissions documented

in the Gebelen texts reflect dealings in typically Egyptian

form - it is rather uncertain, whether details that

appear unusual, are results of a mixed Egyptian-Blemmyan

legal practice, or are they to be ascribed to the obscurity
256

of some texts or to their fragmentary preservation.

Especially interesting are in this respect the antichretic
256

loans documented in Nos 2, 3 and perhaps in No. 5,

further the manumissio after which the slavenow as a free

persongremains in the household of the former owner and
257

is obliged to work also in these conditions.

What i?, then, the political situation mirrored

by the Gebelen dossier? The island is, beyond doubt, in

Egypt and within Egyptian law. The notionmRomans"of No.

6. refers to the Egyptian citizenship of these "subjects"

of the Blemmyan king. How can a King of the Blemmyes be

able to exert the power visualized in this decree and

in the other documents? The only explanation lies in that

kind of foedus which was coupled with the granting of land

within the empire.

As to the date of the granting of the ownership of

the island of Tanare to the Blemmyes, a further hypothesis

can be offered. The donation might have been one of the



side-effects of the expulsion of the Blemmyes from the

Dodekaschoinos; however, we must be aware of the above-

mentioned fact that the Blemmy tribes did not live

in a centralistic state, thus the Blemmyan foederates

settled within Egypt and obliged to do military service

must not be identical with the tribes expelled from the

valley by the Noubadians, who started with the organization

of a modernized kingdom around the middle of the 5th

century. In this way the common mention of.Blemmyan and

Noubadian soldiers in a source from the first third of

the sixth century does not contradict to the Blemmyan

foederate settlement in Upper Egypt. Namely, according
258

to the Acta Arethae et Sociorum Justin promised around

524 the kingCElla Asbeha of Axum to send an army of

Blemmyans and Noubadians via Coptos and Berenice, in order
259

to help the king to fight the Himyarite ruler Dhu-Nuwas.

It is rather tempting to suppose that the legend knows

about a Blemmyan foederate settlement like Tanare/Temsir

- we may perhaps add, that there were at the same time

also Noubadians in Byzantine service, but we do not know

so much about them as about their Blemmyan colleagues.

The date of the foederate settlement of Tanare/Temsir

is obvious also on another account. The majority of the

Blemmyans figuring in the Gebelen documents is still pagan;
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the case of Sophia /No. 9/ seems to be rather isolated and

occurs towards the end of the period covered by the documents.

Although paganism and heresies among barbarian foederates

were in the early sixth century still officially tolerated,

as the CJ I, 5,12 from A.D. 527 attests, paganism within

a closed Christian-pagan community is something different:

the CJ grants this particular freedom of conscience to

soldiers. It is very doubtful, whether a mixed pagan-Christian

settlement or settlement group as Tanare/Temsir could exist

also after the closing of the Philae sanctuaries in 535-538.

On the other hand, the questioh can be asked also the other

way round: how was it possible, that the pagan temples

of Philae, which were maintained according to Procopius

only for the benefit of the Blemmyes and the Noubadians,
26o

could be closed finally by Justinian around 535? although

the closing of the temples had to be carried out by a general,

isn't it somewhat surpriszing, that it did not cause any trouble

that would have been big enough to be mentioned by the historian?

Or is it more likely, to take into consideration the case of

Sophia on the one hand, and the fact on the other, that the

Noubadians were rather soon to embrace Christianity - and

suppose, that the time was in every respect ripe, to close

the Philae temples?

September-October, 1984
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see N. B. Millet: Meroitic Nubia. Ph. D. diess. Yale Univ

Univ. Microfilms, Ann Arbor 1968 2o7f. Although the
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12 In more detail see below.
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14 In more detail see below.
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